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COMPARATIVE COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF DRAG-REDUCING
DEVICES FOR TRACTOR-TRAILERS
V. Malviya, R. Mishra, J. Fieldhouse.
University of Huddersfield, Queensgate, Huddersfield, HD1 3DH, United Kingdom.

ABSTRACT
Constant rise in fuel price in recent times has caused manufacturers of heavy commercial vehicles
(HCV) to turn to efficient aerodynamic design of trucks, wagons, tractors as well as trailers.
The comparative analysis in this study compares the coefficient of drag of the following four
aerodynamic configurations of a tractor-trailer combination:
1. Semi-trailer with no devices.
2. Semi-trailer with cab roof fairing.
3. Semi-trailer with the proposed rolling pin device.
4. Semi-trailer with the proposed rolling pin device and the cab roof fairing.
The overall coefficient of drag for the tractor-trailer combination for the above four configurations is
computed and compared along with that of individual critical surfaces to analyse the effect of two
major drag-reducing devices, the cab roof fairing and the momentum injection rolling pin. The pressure
distribution in the flow field around the vehicle is studied to understand the flow mechanisms involved
in the reduction in overall drag.
Keywords aerodynamic drag reduction, momentum injection, computational fluid dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION
Around 70% of all goods are transported by trucks and a large proportion of these are articulated
tractor-trailers. Although the aerodynamic development of passenger and sports cars has seen much
growth, the same cannot be said for commercial vehicles. Aerodynamic design of trucks and buses
has seen some development only in the recent years after a stagnation of about thirty years (Modi
1997). This has been caused by continuously increasing fuel prices, which have forced the freight
operators and hence truck, tractor and trailer manufacturers to explore the aerodynamic development
of such vehicles.
The effect of aerodynamic drag force (FD) on a moving vehicle is proportional to the square of velocity
(V).
FD = ½·ρ·CD·A·V2
Here, ρ is the density of air, CD is the coefficient of drag and A is the vehicle reference (frontal) area.
The power (P) required to overcome this drag is proportional to the cube of the velocity (V).
P = ½·ρ·CD·A·V3
Hence at any speed above 30 mile/hour, aerodynamic drag is the most significant resistance force
and up to 50% of the usable power of the engine is used to overcome this resistance. A typical large
freight operator in the United Kingdom has approximately 600 tractor units and twice as many semitrailers. Such a fleet would annually cover about 56 million miles, which translates to approximately
£19.25 million in fuel (Department for Transport 2006). Hence, even a small fraction achieved in fuel
savings could mean savings of thousands of pounds.
The first aerodynamic development to reduce aerodynamic drag was the obvious rounding of the
edges of the vehicle (Hucho 1998). Due to the utilitarian nature of commercial vehicles and the need
for internal loading space, aerodynamic development of such vehicles has historically been focused
on add-on devices. The influence of side skirts and rear-end tapering of semi-trailers on the drag
coefficient was found to be between 6% and 12% in various configurations (Matěj & Jiří 2004;
McCullough 2005). The cab roof fairing has been the most significant contribution to reduction in
aerodynamic drag of commercial vehicles (Haegert 1988; DON-BUR n.d.). Other aerodynamic flow
modification devices like cab side collars, vortex trap devices (Wood 2006) and A-pillar deflectors
(Sullivan 2005) have been researched extensively. Research has also been reported in the area of
vehicle platoons (closely grouped vehicles) which shows promising reduction in aerodynamic drag and
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hence fuel consumption (Hammache et al. 2001; Browand 2005); this concept however requires a
large scale collaborative effort and extensive logistics scheduling for harnessing significant benefit.
Pressure drag, which accounts for more than 90% of the aerodynamic drag (Browand 2005), is
caused by the difference in pressure between the front and the wake of the vehicle. The air flowing
around the vehicle causes separation of the boundary layer inducing a low pressure wake. As shown
in Figure 1 boundary layer separation influences the size of the wake behind the vehicle due to its
shape. Early separation significantly increases the pressure drag acting on the vehicle.

2. ROLLING PIN
Momentum injection or moving surface boundary-layer control (MSBC) is a concept which was initially
intended for use on aircraft wings and airfoils for increasing lift and delaying the stall. The injection of
kinetic energy into the flow over the top surface of the airfoil causes reduction in pressure over the top
surface thus increasing lift, even at largely adverse angles. An example of MSBC in automotive
aerodynamic research is the use of moving ground in automotive wind tunnels, which prevents
formation of boundary layer near the ground and hence allows effective flow-field analysis under the
vehicle. This concept is now being realised to reduce drag in bluff bodies and consequently being
slowly adapted to embrace automotive aerodynamics. By injecting kinetic energy to the flow over the
top surface of the vehicle the adverse pressure gradients can be reduce leading to delayed separation
of the boundary layer. This causes reduction in the wake size (Figure 2) and hence in the pressure
drag.
Delaying the separation minimises the relative motion between the surface and the free stream. This
injection of momentum into an existing boundary layer also promotes higher velocities in its vicinity
thus inhibiting development of high static pressure on the windward faces of the moving vehicle. This,
coupled with the higher wake pressures significantly reduces the pressure drag. In case of tractortrailer combinations, this device has also been found to improve the flow characteristics in the
recirculation region (gap) between the tractor and the trailer (Singh et al. 2005) as shown in Figure 2.
The recirculation region of turbulent flow in the wake of a moving vehicle is also associated with
periodic vortex shedding. Boundary layer suction and turbulence promoters have been studied and
tested with various degrees of success (Munshi et al. 1999). Galloping of automotive vehicles is also a
major stability concern which has been exhaustively researched on tall buildings, long bridges and
similar bluff bodies. Momentum injection also serves as an alternative to using vibration suppression
techniques like active mass damper and gyrostabilizers (Munshi et al. 1999). The delay in boundary
layer separation by momentum injection serves this purpose by modifying the forces responsible for
such vibrations.
The tractor-trailer geometry considered for this study was based on a generic tractor trailer
combination 16.3m long, 2.6m wide and 4.7m high. The semi-trailer was 12.73m long. The rolling pin
device considered in this study was mounted on the top leading edge of a semi-trailer, with its length
same as the semi-trailer’s width. The diameter of the 0.7m was consistent with the ‘pin diameter /
trailer length’ ratio used by Singh et al. (2005). For a reasonable basis for comparison with other dragreducing devices, the vehicle (hence free stream) velocity (VAIR) in this study was taken as 19.5m/s
(43.5 mile/hour, 70 km/hour). The linear velocity (VPIN) at the surface of the rotating pin was taken 3.9
m/s which is similar to the VPIN / VAIR ratio considered by Singh et al. (2005). This translates to an
angular velocity (ωPIN) of 11.14rad/s (≈ 106 rev/min). The motive power required to rotate the rolling
pin device can be provided by a standard DC motor which typically draws approximately 4 Amp of
continuous current from the power system. As in most cases, if the vehicle power supply is assumed
to be based on a 12 Volt system, the power required by the motor will be 48 Watt.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A simplified three-dimensional geometry (Figure 3) of a generic double-deck tractor-trailer combination
was modelled in SolidWorks. The computational flow domain consisted of a rectangular cuboid
surrounding the vehicle ten times longer, five times wider and taller than the vehicle. This flow domain
was meshed in Gambit (Fluent Inc. 2007). The flow domain was discretised into approximately 1.9
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million tetrahedral elements. Skewness of less than 0.6 was achieved for about 95% of the elements
and an aspect ratio between 1 and 2 for about 99% of the elements. The lateral faces of the flow
domain upstream and downstream of the tractor-trailer geometry were assigned the velocity inlet and
pressure outlet boundary conditions; the inlet velocity was specified at 19.5m/s and the outlet pressure
was defined at ambient atmospheric pressure. The bottom horizontal face of the flow domain was
defined as a moving wall at 19.5m/s to simulate the motion of ground relative to the vehicle geometry.
All other faces of the domain and the tractor-trailer were stationary walls. In case of the tractor-trailer
with momentum injection, the curved face of the rolling pin was defined as rotating wall with an
angular velocity of 11.14rad/s as computed section 2.The flow field in the meshed flow domain of the
tractor-trailer was mathematically simulated the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package Fluent
(Fluent Inc. 2006); Fluent is used to iteratively solve Navier-Stokes equations along with the continuity
equations and appropriate auxiliary equations depending on the type of application, using a control
volume formulation. In this study the conservation equations for mass and momentum have been
solved sequentially with two additional transport equations for steady turbulent flow. Linearisation of
the governing equations is implicit. Computational simulation of each configuration was carried out on
a two-node cluster of identical Windows-based workstations with a single 1.8GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
processor and 2GB physical memory each. Each simulation lasted for about 4 hours before the
residuals flattened out to their minimum values. A preliminary computational analysis of a single-deck
tractor-trailer combination revealed that addition of a rounded leading edge to the semi-trailer
improved the coefficient of drag of the base combination by about 9.5% from 0.77 to 0.70. This was
done to ensure that the injection of momentum provided significant improvement in coefficient of drag
compared to a stationary rounded edge.
As shown in Figure 5, it was found that the coefficient of drag was reduced by 16.38 % from 0.90 for a
semi-trailer truck with no aerodynamic devices to 0.75 with the rolling pin installed on the leading edge
of the semi-trailer. This improvement is comparable to that achieved by the tractor cab roof fairing.
Further investigation using flow path visualisation (Figure 6) revealed that the flow path for the base
tractor-trailer that diverges at the windward edge of the semi-trailer as shown in Figure 6(a). Although
addition of the cab roof fairing improves the overall coefficient of drag by 16.32%, Figure 6(b) shows
that the flow still diverges at the windward edge of the semi-trailer. The injection of momentum by the
rolling pin significantly reduces this divergence of flow as shown in Figure 6(c). This is a direct
consequence of the reduction in relative motion between the trailer surface and the flow. This
reduction in flow divergence is further assisted by the inclusion of the cab roof fairing as shown in
Figure 6(d); this is because the frontal area of the semi-trailer directly exposed to the flow is reduced.
Table 1: Comparison of contribution to viscous drag by critical surfaces

Face
Tractor Front
Tractor Top
Tractor Rear
Trailer Front
Trailer Top
Trailer Rear
Gap Surface

No Device
11.059357e-05
13.392075e-05
0
0
259.94386e-05
0
51.575379e-05

Cab Fairing
9.8933301e-05
107.8634e-05
0
0
330.33264e-05
0
33.721223e-05

Rolling Pin
10.955065e-05
8.9501604e-05
0
0
812.56951e-05
0
58.869806e-05

Rolling Pin & Cab Fairing
10.182329e-05
110.95238e-05
0
0
831.97128e-05
0
43.007055e-05

Table 2: Comparison of contribution to pressure drag by critical surfaces

Face
Tractor Front
Tractor Top
Tractor Rear
Trailer Front
Trailer Top
Trailer Rear
Gap Surface

No Device
0.39521056
0
0.015987024
0.40133114
0
0.1965075
0

Cab Fairing
0.39678963
-0.018023367
0.11692435
0.17882701
0
0.19043836
0

Rolling Pin
0.3923279
0
0.02047794
0.28055273
-0.057317616
0.21933286
0

Rolling Pin & Cab Fairing
0.39443324
-0.023622988
0.11832892
0.086486026
-0.022212252
0.20821323
0

Table 3: Comparison of contribution to total drag by critical faces

Face
Tractor Front
Tractor Top
Tractor Rear

No Device
0.39532115
13.392075e-05
0.015987024

Cab Fairing
0.39688856
1694.4733e-05
0.11692435
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Rolling Pin
0.39243745
8.9501604e-05
0.02047794

Rolling Pin & Cab Fairing
0.39453507
-0.022513464
0.11832892
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Trailer Front
Trailer Top
Trailer Rear
Gap Surface

0.40133114
259.94386e-05
0.1965075
51.575379e-05

0.17882701
330.33264e-05
0.19043836
33.721223e-05

0.28055273
-0.049191921
0.21933286
58.869806e-05

0.086486026
-0.01389254
0.20821323
43.007055e-05

Table 1 shows the contribution to viscous drag coefficient by listed surfaces considered critical when
driving in a straight line in still air. Table 2 shows the contribution to pressure drag coefficient by the
same surfaces. Similarly Table 3 itemises the total drag coefficient of each listed surface. It is clear
from the individual values of drag coefficient, that although viscous drag contributes very little to total
drag, the top surface of the trailer is major contributor to viscous drag due to skin friction with its large
surface area. The injection of momentum marginally increases this coefficient from 260×10-5 to
812×10-5. This is far outweighed by the favourable pressure gradient caused by the injection of
momentum shown in Table 2. The injection of momentum also dramatically reduces the pressure drag
on the windward face of the semi-trailer with the cab roof fairing.
Figure 7 shows the static pressure distribution on the vertical lengthwise symmetry (X-Y) plane of the
moving tractor-trailer combination. It shows predictably similar pressure distribution immediately
upstream and downstream of the vehicle. Figure 7(a) shows a large region of high pressure on the
windward side of the front face of the semi-trailer for the base tractor-trailer; this is significantly
reduced in case of the tractor-trailer with the cab roof fairing as well as that with the rolling pin as
shown in Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) respectively. Figure 7(d) shows a further reduced high-pressure
region upstream of the semi-trailer. The illustrations also show that the cab roof fairing and the rolling
pin are equally effective in reducing the low pressure region over the top surface of the semi-trailer
immediately behind its top leading edge, hence effectively reducing the overall adverse pressure
gradient in this region. However in case of the cab roof fairing a relatively high static pressure is
observed at the bottom of the tractor-trailer gap; this can be attributed to the recirculation vortices
created due to the increased area of the rear surface of the cab. Optimum design of the rolling pin can
serve to reduce this high pressure created due to the recirculation vortices further improvement drag
characteristics of the vehicle.
Figure 8 shows how the requirement of motive power varies with vehicle speed in still air on level road.
A rolling resistance of 2795.85N is considered on the basis of a generic laden tractor-trailer weighing
38000kg (RoadTransport.com 2007). At about 25m/s (55mile/hour, 89km/hour) aerodynamic drag
becomes the most dominant resistance force and the rolling pin provides a power saving of 9% from
about 160kW to 145kW; when combined with the cab fairing it provides a further 6% reduction in
power consumption down to about 135kW. At this speed 25kW reduction in power consumption
translates to energy savings of about 455 Wh/mile. The energy density of diesel is 10.9kW/litre
(Transtronics Inc. 2008); this translates to an improvement in fuel efficiency of 0.0417 litre/mile, which
is about 7% of the average of 0.5747 litre/mile (2.8 km/litre) (Department for Transport 2006).

4. CONCLUSIONS
Detailed three dimensional CFD analyses were carried out on a simplified model of a generic tractortrailer combination at nominal cruising speeds. Flow paths and pressure distribution in the flow field
were analysed. The injection of momentum reduces the adverse pressure gradient by shrinking the
high pressure region immediately upstream of the semi-trailer. Moreover it also helps to reduce the
low pressure region over the top surface of the trailer immediately behind its top windward edge. The
injection of momentum at the top windward edge of the semi-trailer provides a significant reduction in
aerodynamic drag coefficient which is equivalent to that achieved by the cab roof fairing. However,
such a device when installed on a semi-trailer makes the aerodynamic efficiency of the semi-trailer
independent of the tractor unit it is coupled with, thus providing significant fuel savings and flexibility to
freight operators. It provides a 15% (25kW) reduction in power consumption as compared to a basic
double-deck tractor-trailer. A 48W power overhead, as discussed in section 2 is only 0.19% of overall
power savings of the tractor-trailer. Considering the fuel consumption of an average fleet as discussed
in section 1, this reduction in power consumption will translate to a corresponding reduction in fuel
consumption of of approximately 2.3 million litres per annum. At 92pence/litre (Cole 2008), this will
save about £2.1 million per annum. This analysis can be further extended by studying the influence of
parameters such as diameter and rotation speed of the rolling pin. Other parameters like surface
roughness of the rolling pin, its location on the semi-trailer and its height above the top surface of the
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trailer, when optimised will provide a better insight into the true potential of the concept of momentum
injection and its benefit in reducing aerodynamic drag.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Wake enlargement due to early boundary
layer separation

Figure 2: Control of wake size by momentum
injection

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Configurations of double-deck semi-trailer truck tested (a) Plain double-deck, (b) With cab roof
fairing, (c) With rolling pin device, (d) With rolling pin device and cab roof fairing
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Figure 5: Comparison of coefficient of drag for
various aerodynamic configurations

Figure 4: Computational domain

(a) Flow divergence at top windward edge for
base tractor-trailer

(b) Sustained flow divergence with cab roof fairing

(c) Reduced separation with injection of
momentum

(d) Significant reduction of flow divergence and gap
recirculation with combination of rolling pin and cab
roof fairing
Figure 6: Flow path lines over top of tractor-trailer coloured by velocity magnitude
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(a) High adverse pressure gradient for base
tractor-trailer

(b) Reduced adverse pressure gradient with cab roof
fairing

(c) Reduced adverse pressure gradient with
(d) Highly reduced adverse pressure gradient with
momentum injection
momentum injection and cab fairing
Figure 7: Static pressure profile along the laterally symmetrical plane

Figure 8: Variation of motive power requirement with vehicle speed in still air on level road
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